GOVERNOR AND MRS. ALFRED E. SMITH OF NEW YORK.

Recently Guests for a Day at the Women's Land Army, Clarington, Upper Canada. Receiving with Distinction and Festival a Welcome in the Appreciation of the Patronage.

THE SACRED MOURNING BONANZA
With the First Transatlantic Flight from the Atlantic to the Pacific,达成的
Highlight Field, L. A., after the Continuous Air
Delivery from Hampton, D. 6, in a Distance of
Wings. Captain Roy H. Frances,
Who Placed the Machinery Here, Has
Bomber Plane in Flight from the Field.

CAPTAIN ROY H. FRANCES
Pilot of the First Transatlantic Flight.

GOVERNOR AND MRS. WILLIAM H. HUNTIN OF NEW YORK
at the Annual Westchester County Horse Show at "Quaker's Del."